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Professionals
playing with
their food

New era of virtual reality
BGSU team develops technology for up close view of far away lands

Joost Effers has
turned this childhood

By Amanda Hoovar
Managing Editor

pastime into a whole
new art form | Page 3

Imagine taking a tour of Paris'
Eiffel Tower. Imagine looking up
at the 1,063-foot-high structure
and taking a tour of the grounds.
Imagine turning 360-degrees and
taking in the visual atmosphere of
this world-renowned landmark.
Now imagine you didn't have to
spend any money on airplane
tickets, hotel stays and French to

The politics
of faith: how
devout are we?
Religious practices
seem to be a
deciding factor in our

English dictionaries.
With a new research project
called Pocket Virtual Worlds, you
may be able to do just that. While
the project is being developed as
an educational tool, it does allow
users to view carefully mapped
and photographed places in the
world as if they were walking
around themselves.
PVW's co-developer is Larry
Hatch, a University professor and chair of the Visual

Communications Technology
program. Hatch and the Digital
Media Research Group — an
ever-changing group of interdisciplinary students from
BGSU focused on developments in e-learning, virtual
presence and gaming — and
another professor, lared Bendis,
from Case Western Reserve
University, have been working
on the project for a little more
than three years.

How PVW works

As with many new technologies, there more going into the
PVW project than meets the eye.
lor instance, the 360-degree
views are more than just a series
of panorama photographs that
have been pasted together.
In order to achieve continuity
and that feeling of really "being
there,'' Hatch and his team are
using a special camera that can
take one photo and rapture all

360 degrees. The camera takes
the picture with the aid of a convex mirror, the result of which
is a picture Hatch explained as
resembling what you might see
when you look at the reflection of
a room in a Christmas light bulb.
The next steps involve computer software that first unwraps
the camera's distorted image and
then rewraps that image onto the
See VIRTUAL
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elections | Page 3

BGeXperience
gets a boost
from Trustees

Check out the
BG News blog
on the Web
For the latest in news
on the digital world,
check out what our

By Stava Kunklar
Reporter

columnists are saying
online at:
blogs.bgnews.com

Tin- Board of Trustees at its lime
meeting gave its blessing to the
B( ieXperience program to continue its operations and to look at
expanding the program.
The mandate endorsed and
supported the program while
also supporting any move to
implement the program on a
full-time basis.
BCieX is a program set up by
the University to introduce freshman smdents to college life. The
program is tiled by both the
University and the students who
have participated in it as being
helpful in adjusting to college life.
The program offers more than
100 different courses for students. These courses will also
meet general education requirements for students.
George Agich, director of BGeX.
feels that the full implementation of the program, which would
expand the program to include
sophomores, juniors and seniors,
shows the University's commitment to the program.
"The University wants to
continue to expand the program from the first year and go
throughout the college curriculum,'' Agich said.
The expansion of the programs will include the College of

Get the beat
on new music
New reviews of Ashley
Tilsdale. Tilt 560.
Drago and Adam Rich
available online at:
www.bgnews.com

BG club sports
keep competion
alive
From soccer to
curling there are
plenty of chances
to get involved with
sports in Bowling
Green. Check out
the first in a series of
profiles of club sports
at the University
| Page 5

See PROGRAM | Page 2

Mayor honors
high school
students

Bush/Cheney:
Is it time for
impeachment?

By Magan Armentrout
Reporter

An unjust war. torture,
and wire-tapping are

as a source of communication
in order to help the farmers of
Africa The outline of the project,
according to Ha, focused on three
areas: interviewing farmers, to
assess their needs; setting up a
computer center, complete with
Internet capabilities and providing a Web site to give the farmers
a place to communicate with one
another as well as other farmers
from other areas.
With Okigbo still in Nigeria and

The room was filled with the
chatter and excitement of high
school students from across
the state as Bowling Green City
Council met on Monday.
The eager and interested students were at the meetingas part
of the Summer Honors Institute,
a University program for students who show exemplary work
in their studies. The students
at the meeting were especially
interested in politics and got a
warm welcome from Bowling
Green Mayor John Quinn.
Quinn recognized them for
their achievements and said he
"hopes they are having a great
experience."
Quinn also presented a certificate to Michelle Grigore,
parks and recreation director,
that declared luly as "Parks and
Recreation Month'' for the City
of Bowling Green.
The mayor stressed to the
audience how important the
parks and recreational activities
are to the city. They stimulate
tourism, are vital to the city's
appearance and draw businesses and residential housing to the
area, he said.
Mike Frost, council member,
commented on the great turnout of the "Classics on Main" car

See GRANT | Page 2

See COUNCIL | Page 2

just a few reasons for
the rallying cry | Page4
■

Do you think the
BGeXperience
program is useful?

JORDAN ROWER

*

IHSBGNEWS

Blast from the past: car show parks itself on Main Street
CLASSIC: Hundreds of cars close Mam Street for Bowling Green's annual classic car show Hundreds of parWipants showed up to display their classic four and two-wheel vehtcles. The
event took place Saturday and ran from Washington to Ridge streets. Featured cars included a rebuilt World War II anti-aircraft half track
ALLISON VA LIAS.
Senior, Exercise Science
"I feel bad for those
people." | Page 4

Grant to professor enables Web help in Nigeria
By Kristen Schweitzer
Reporter

I TODAY
Scattered T-Storms
High: 84. Low: 67
TOMORROW
(Scattered T-Storms
High: 85, Low: 57

In lune 2006, Louisa Ha, a
University professor in the School
of Communication Studies, submitted a proposal to a major
journal publisher, in hopes of
receiving a grant to conduct a
study in Africa.
Within the year, Ha has seen
her plan put into action, receiving help from one her graduate
students, Primus Igboaka, and
a Nigerian university professor,

Raphael Okigbo.
Shortly after Emerald Group
Publishing announced the
Research Fund Awards for
Chinese and African research, Ha
submitted her proposal.
Ha was then notified her proposal was selected and she was
awarded the $11,600 grant in
October. Ha's proposal was chosen among 50 ideas submitted
from professors across the globe,
according to Igboaka
Igboaka believes Ha's project was chosen because it was

a concrete idea with a strong
sense of direction.
According to the Fmerald
Publishing Group, "To be eligible, at least one member of
each research team must be
based in China or Africa and
the applications should address
the dissemination of knowledge
for social good with a specific
orientation toward benefit for
developing economies."
Ha's proposal consisted of
a knowledge and collaboration model using computers

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, BLOGS, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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COUNCIL

Tom Page 1

show held last Saturday down
town. He also extended thanks
lo Earlene Kilpalrick, Main
Street BG executive director,
who is In charge of the activities
held on Main Street and helped
organize the event

Gary Spencer, chief of the
Howling Green Police Division,
announced plans for a community crime prevention event
to be held on Aug. 7, on the 100
block of Main Sreet. The event
will be from 7 p.m. until 9 p.m.
and the division invites the
entire community lo attend.
The turnout the past few years
has been about 300 people.
Spencer teased the council and

VIRTUAL

the audience that they would
find him "in the dunking
booth" if they came.
Spencer also announced the
Division will be going through
an accreditation inspection on
Aug. 11, by the Commission
for the Accreditation for Law
Enforcement Agencies from
Arlington, Va. The division must
meet 400 standards and face a
review of their policies and pro-

"I wanted kids to be able
to get up out of their seats and have a

From Page 1

inside oi a \ irtual cylinder — thus
allowing the user to "stand" in the
center of that image and view
property corresponding images
,is they turn around in this virtual world.
()nce these images and maps
are loaded into a PDA. the
user's movements are tracked
using a Bluetooth-enabled
pocket navigator which hooks
10 tin1 user's bell and is filled
with sensors that can detect
i user's exact position, similarly, bin more accurately than
i regular (il'S system.
I Juring a test run ol the device

PROGRAM

From Page 1

Business, the Department
ill History and the School of
I iiiiiiiiiiniiationStudies.
According to Agkh, the initiative is placed on those departments, in cooperation with BGeX
HI develop programs for sophomores, juniors and seniors.
Agii h is hopeful that the program will be ready to implement next year. "In fall of 2008

different kind of experience."
Larry Hatch | Chair. Visual Communications Technology program

the images of the Alamo.

Hatch and Bendis mapped out
the Alamo, in Texas.
"livery eight feet on the Alamo,
we took a picture," I latch said.
Once all of the photos and
maps were put into the PVW system, the result was an interactive
virtual world. As the user moved
around, the map would move as
well, pinpointing their location.
If the location was one where a
series of panoramas had been
taken, the image on the PDA dissolved from a regular map into

"I wanted kids to be able to get
up out of their scats and have
a different kind of experience,"
I latch said.
While PVW could have many
uses in a variety of disciplines, it
is being developed primarily as
an educational tool for schoolaged children.
"You can't imagine elementary
students going over to Europe,

I would hope to see the first
courses roll out."
Agkh said the weight the mandate will carry beyond the immediate future
"The mandate tells future
presidents that the Board wants
the program continued with the
Board of Trustees' foil support
behind the program."
The program began on a pilot
basis in 2002 and was made
available lo all freshman students in 2005.
the program has three primary

requirements: students attending and participating in a threeday introduction that takes place
before the fall semester begins;
Students enrolling in general education courses the University lists
as "V" courses; and participating
in a common reading book.
This year's book is "The Glass
Castle: A Memoir," by leannette
Walls. Students will read the
book and discuss how values
influence the decisions people in
the book make on a regular basis
and how those decisions impact

Why use it?

You Want it? We Got it!
Available for Rent 2007-2008
HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY

830-830'2 SCOTT HAMILTON 3

629 ELM STREET - 3 Bedrooms

Bedrooms
$905 per month; $905 deposit plus utilities

S850 per month plus utilities; S850 deposit
Tenants have use of garage

2 baths, air conditioning Limit 4 cars. Limit 4

Washer, dryer and air conditioning

people

Limit 3 cars, Limit 3 people

Lease to 5/3/08

Lease to 5/3/08

HOUSES AVAILABLE AUGUST 16,2007
714 EIGHTH, #A 2 Bedroom duplex

140"2MANVILLE 2 Bedrooms

$680 pei month plus utilities; $680 deposit
Limit 2 tars, Limit 2 people
Lease to 8; 16/07 -8/9/08

$540 per month plus utilities; $540 deposit
Limit 2 cars, Limit 2 people

cedures. The inspectors will be
in town for five days and the
report will be filed in November.
The division goes under inspection every three years.
The report will determine
if the police department will
maintain accreditation. Spencer
said less than 50 police divisions in Ohio are accredited and
Bowling Green was the first in
northwest Ohio, given in 1993.

From Page l

but now they can," said Jason
Mellen, one of the graduate students working on the project.
While the prototype currently
works only on a PDA. I latch says
the end product will hopefully
use a less expensive device, similar to a handheld video game system like Nintendo DS. PVW will
also employ a more game-like
quality than just bcingablc to see
panoramas of the place — it will
incorporate multi-media aspects
designed to help students learn
about the place they are seeing.
"They could go into the gym
and go anywhere in the world,"
1 latch said.
ONLINE: Read more about Pocket
Virtual Welds | www.bgnews.com

k
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GRANT

those who make the decisions
and the people around them.
BGeX courses can include Art,
Biology, History and Popular
Culture.
According to Don Nieman,
dean of the (College of Arts and
Sciences, the program is offered
with the goal of having students
enhance their abilities to make
thoughtful decisions where an
individual's values will come into
conflict with one another.
Nieman stressed the importance of people from different
backgrounds with different opinions on topics coming into mn
tact with one another to open up
a dialogue.
"It is important to understand
others' perspective if you are going
to have a ((instructive conversation,'' Nieman said.
Agkh said the main goal of the
program was to help empower
students to make informed decisions about issues that have an
iiiiixicl on them.
Agich also felt the communication among students about their
lives and beliefs helps give stu
dents the opportunity to be more
active in society.

Igboaka offering his Nigerian
home for the center, four computers, a scanner, a printer and
video computer cameras were
set up for the project.
"IThe centerl offers free
Internet facilities for farmers
as well as student volunteers
that assist the farmers in putting their hands on the computer, interpreting information
received from Internet from
African diasporas in United
States and United Kingdom."
according lo Igboaka.
However, it's not that
Nigerians have not experienced
Internet service before, but
according to Igboaka there was
previously nothing specifically
oriented toward fanning. Also
the Internet is quite expensive
to provide in Nigeria.
Grant money was spent on
providing a satellite dish for
quick, broadband Internet
access that is free to the fanners, I la said.
The Internet site created in the
process of the project features
discussion boards and links to
allow fanners access to information from each other and from
additional sources. The discussion board is also a primary way
to see into the needs of the farmer, Igboaka said.
The discussion board topics
are a primary reflection of the
project's success. According to

LOCAL

Louisa Ha
Professor received
giant to conduct
a study in Nigeria
with grad student

Ha, the farmers chose the topics they were most interested
in learning about to create
the ten different discussion
boards found on the Web site.
The topics range from access
to fertilizers to transportations issues.
"We want them not just to
read what we provide, but also
they provide their feedback by
rating the information and sharing their experience using the
advice posted on the Web site.
We, the researchers only serve as
facilitators and creating the necessary infrastructure to facilitate
communication and knowledge
documentation and sharing,"
Ha said.
Although no exact data has
been gathered yet to see improvement within the fanning community, Ha estimates at least 70
farmers within the community
they worked with are using the
Web site and computers.
"We are very pleased with the
types of response we've gotten,"
Igboaka said. Ha also said she has
received many positive responses as well and tli.it the Nigerian
fanners are quite thankful to be
provided with the opportunity.
find more information at
www.nigeriaknowledgecent.er.
net.

CORRECTIONS

BRIEFS

Headline, map incorrect

Train kills Toledo man
For the second time in less than
two weeks, a pedestrian was hit and
killed by a train in Bowling Green.
Police are currently investigating
the death ol Jason Sneehan. 52. of
Toledo, who was stiuck by a northbound CSX height train at around
4:20 am Sunday in the area between
Suniise and Lehman avenues
Responding officers found
Sheehan. who was not a student at
the University, dead by the side of the
tracks upon their arrival.
It has not been determined whether the death was accidental. and
the Wood County Coroner's office is
investigating the incident.

A map included with a July ll story.
"New plans for city parks offered."
incorrectly displayed locations of parks
in only the city of Bowling Green. The
meeting discussed paiks throughout
Wood County and the map should have
included those locations.
The headline also incorrectly labels
the meeting as discussing only parks in
the city

Caption had wrong day
A photo caption in the July ll story
"Demolition plans move forward" incorrectly stated the photo had been taken
"yesterday" The photo was a BG News file
photo and was taken earliei this summer

Lease to 8/16/07-8/9/08

GOOD/YEAR

1745 LIMERICK COURT. - 2 Bedrooms
$900 per month plus utilities; $900 deposit
2 baths, one car garage
All appliances including washer and dryer
Limit 2 cars,, Limit 2 people

GOOD'/YCAR%URCONDITIONING!MECHANICALi

Lease to 8/16/07-8/9/08

1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
810-815 FOURTH STREET

839 SEVENTH STREET

Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year $435
One Year $370

Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher.
School Year - $460
One Year- $395
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725 NINTH STREET Pets Allowed!
Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.
School Year $455

OIL CHANGE
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2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
840-850 SIXTH STREET

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE

I Central J King 3115 King Rd
419442447]
I Maumec
532 Ibns Ave 419493-7242
IPtnyiburg 25998 NDBieHny 4194734)911
Iwoodvila
3725 Vmston Rd 419496-1863
Isytimii
5832 Mara St 4

Furn. or Unfurn., Two Full baths.
School Year - One Person Rate - $535
School Year - Two Person Rate - $635
One Year - One Person Rate - $475
One Year - Two Person Rate - $525

Unfurnished, 11/2 baths, Dishwasher.
School Year - One Person Rate - $520
School Year - Two Person Rate - $630
One Year One Person Rate - $420
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

701 FOURTH STREET

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

Furn. or Unfurn., Two bdrm.
One bath w/ Vanity in each bdrm.
School Year - One Person Rate - $490
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620
One Year - One Person Rate - $420
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

SOS CLOUGH-Behind Kinko's.
Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath & Vanity.
School Year - One Person Rate - $530
School Year - Two Person Rate - $630
One Year - One Person Rate - $430
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

2 & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS AND T0WNM81SES

PETS ALLOWED AT

707 SIXTH
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - One Person Rate - $465
School Year - Two Person Rate - $565
One Year One Person Rate - $415
One Year - Two Person Rate - $475

PETS ALLOWED with a $250
nonrefundaWe pet deposit in the
following buildings:
403 High Street
725 Ninth Street

841 Eighth Street
733,755,777 Manvnlle

Furnished or Unfurnished for Same Price
Water, Sewer, Trash are FREE
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319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
(Located Across From Taco Bell)
Rental Office: 419-354-2260
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 8:30-5:30 Sat. 8:30-5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate com

Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.
"We've got a place for everyone!"

I

RIDGE MANOR APARTMENTS
FRAZEE AVENUE APARTMENTS

825 Third Street

JOHN

2779WCen!ral
222WAJens
750SReynoMs
SC22Wo"wSt

Fall 2007 Housing

Furn. or Unfurn. Two Bdrm. One Bath
School Year - One Person Rate - $545
School Year - Two Person Rate - $655
One Year - One Person Rate - $445
One Year - Two Person Rate - $565

Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate - $460
School Year • Two Person Rate $590
One Year - One Person Rate - $410
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

.-

1925WSt«ttSt 419-332-3261

WnlToMo
North Town*
South Mm
Franklin Park

521 E. MERRY - Near Offenhauer

402 HIGH STREET

ii ii L1
'- ii ' • L1
■ ■
i Ii ;; i ■ iii 11

Holland
7171 OrchanjCntr 419-861 19191
532l*osA«
419491-79731
419479-7010 TmckiFarm
999SManS1
419-352-57881
41*476-7121 Bowling Grew
419-535-3033 Honro*. Michigan 1986 N Tetagrapn 80O498-6009|
419-475-4671 ^JSrnjSOJIJHEmB^OSjjfcjojjn

Fremont

CAMPBELL HILL TOWNHOUSES

ASK ABOUT OUR
3-5 BEDROOM HOOSES
1-2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
GRADOATE EFFICIENCY /1REDROOM
GREENBR1AR, INC.

(4191352-0717

445 E. WOOSTER • BOWLING GREEN • OHIO • 4340!

www.greenbriarrenials.com
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PULSE UPDATE
CURRENT EVENTS

Go ahead and play with your
food. This time it's all right

HARRY POTTER
BOOK RELEASE!!!
Here's the scoop on where .0

By Matt Manning
Reporter

buy your books:

Wal-Mart ...$17.87
Borders... $17.99

Mothers around tlu'wocld always
tell their children nut to play with
their food.
Hut two men an- m;ikin|>fi living
off this big no-no, creating various
characters and shapes using all
types of fruits and vegetables.
loost lifters, originator of the
"Play With Your Rood" series,
started his journey hack in the
70s creating these special characters. Since then. IMers and artist
Saxton I reymann, who special
izes in carving and creating facial
expressions, have created more
than 400 characters from simple
ingredients.
"You can see in nature the images." Klffers said. "They see li harac
ters| because they have the shape
of something else 111 their mindl."

Target ...$17.99
B&N... $20.99
Do you have your copy
reserved yet'| JULY 21

WEB FEATURES

1964 ...The Tribute
concert review
Didn't make it to the concert
this weekend? Check it out
online11 BGNEWS.COM

CD reviews & More

Is the United States really
becoming a Christian nation?

This week features: Tilt
360. Drago. Adam Rich and
Ashley Tilsdale.

By Jo* Morchart
Pulse Reporter

The Pulse section's
haunted adventure
Pulse section • haunted
location ■ good fun. We even
braved the scariest location
in BG. Holcomb Woods.
Read on if you dare...

8: JO p.m. We begin our
trip... and find the directions
to be, well, confusing.
8:45 p.m. Were pretty lost...
9:00 p.m. We think we
know where we are. but are
beginning to think Holcomb

Both the Christian cross and
the American Hag are often
shown together in this country,
and many preach patriotism
as they say, "This is a Christian
nation." In say this means to
say that each individual inside
the U.S. borders would agree
with lesus Christ, which is simply not true in a nation that
depends largely on diversity ot
beliefs. It also means to say that
Christ would agree with both
the Christian church and with
this nation's policies, which is
highly unlikely, but impossible
to know for sure.
"in God We Trust" was added
to currency after the Civil War
and "under God* was included
in the Pledge of Allegiance alter
it was added by Congress in

between church and state?
"INo elected official should
be] limited or conditioned by
any religious oath, ritual or obligation." John 1- Kennedy said.
Many polls, however, show that
See POLITICS [Page 6

AND MELINDA JACOBS PULSE E

It's true what they say: when it
i.HIi- it pours.
A few readers have commented on the lack of taste used by The
BG News when printing Lauren
Butts's column, "Mow Surah at
the gas station helped me accept
my name." But due to factors in
— and out of — our control, the
column itself actually lacked a lot
more; an ending.
Unfortunately, readers were
unable to see Ihe ending to
Laurent column until Sunday,
when we put it on our Web site.
Until then, the column portrayed Lauren's views unfairly
and incorrectly.
What led to this?

It started last Tuesday with the
actual creation of the paper. Due
to lack of space, we often cut stories we place in the print edition

lemon, we look for (he light
lemon." he said.
When you, too, become an
expert, Hitlers said "You see the
glorious lemon ami then also
the pig."
The new installment in Ihe
series, "food Play," serves as a

"best-of" hook combining 300
of the very best images from Ihe
series, which spans over a decade.
FOOD;P,)CJO6

so we can tit more content.
Cutdnga Story means the storyis incompletely primed in the
paper, with a note at the bottom
that explains bow you can read
the full version online. Normally,
cutting works rather smoothly.
In the case of Lauren's column,
however, things went a hit haywire, to say the least

When we went to put the rest of
her column online, after we published the paper on Wednesday,
we were met with a dysfunctional Web site.
A little while later, our main
and backup file servers crashed.
taking everything on them
— including Lauren's column
— with them to that great computer graveyard in the sky With
the dead servers, we were unable
to upload her column, for obvious reasons.

cerns, or even if they don't, now
that it's available in its entirety,
and we acknowledge the lad
that a lot of things went wrong.
Should we have cut the story
in a better place? should we
have simply not run it until we
could run it in its entirety? To
all of those1 questions: yes. we
should have, and this is where
our responsibilities lie.
We made the cul as we would
with a normal story, but due to
ihe space requirement we had,
we had to make that cut at a
poor location. In retrospect we
shouldn't have cut it where we
did. However, on deadline clay,
timing is of the essence anil this
sometimes leads to quick decisions being made.
To state it plainly: we made a

poor choice.
\s far as the server issues, they

We encourage readers to reread the column If they have con-

See LETTER | Page 6

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

requirement. | MORE AT
BGNEWS.COM

Graduate

PULSE LIFELINE

in the shape of animals.
"We not only see a pig in a

Putting the pieces back together again

road is like the room of

Check out the Pulse Lifeline
online this week with BGSU
alumni, and solo artist Adam
Rich I BGNEWS.COM

ones that require little effort due to
the shape ot the fruit or vegetable.
' Ihi' leasi we do. the more 1
like it." l-Jffers said. [Our tavoritesl
are the "ones we have not done
anything 10; ones we have found

LETTER FROM THE EDITORS

BY DAVE HERRERA EDITOR IN CHIEF

1954. Is this Ihe direction the
Rounding lathers would have
encouraged? This is impossible
to know for sure.
I listory's truth has been spun
and rewritten to serve the interpretations of different beliefs
so much so. that some s,i\ our
founding lathers were mostly
deist, while others claim that
the Constitution and the Kill of
Rights were based on the Ten
Commandments.
Which is trite? I low much religion actually filters into governmental policies, and how realistic is the promise of a separation

1 iesphe creating characters thai
require little skill tncxpertise level.
IJffers'x personal favorites are the

You deserve an UPGRADE!
Studio apartments available!
Summer, semester, or yoar leases
Low as $425 per month
Perfect for Faculty
Laundry facilities

•
•
•
•

Stove, Iridge. microwave. 25" TV
Full cable W/HBO - $20/montn
Outdoor pool use
Fully furnished

Lease'-

TOr

August

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES •

VI? Blocks From Campus
I—

Taking Applications Mow!

Studios:Move in before
August and get

2 Months Free!"
1 Bedroom:

1st Month Free!*
C A, Pets Welcome
On Site Laundry
Private Entrance 'Patio
Short Term Leases Avail
418-352-7681

™ Condominiums for rent!
*
Beautiful ranch style condominiums
$650Vmonth p/us utilities
Washer and dryer hook up
Quiet tenants desired
1 or 2 Bedroom

Excellent location lor BGSU faculty
Stove, fridge, dishwasher, disposal
Jaouz2i tub in some units
DerVOffice in some units
Central air

419-354-0070
www 5hcWTTOdcv«8gecowk»m«wims com

EH

Management Inc
www.meccabg.com

KEEP WATCHING FOR SPECIALS
LOG ON TODAY TO:
• View our 2007/2008 availability
• View pictures, map or locations,
paperwork and other info to make
your search easier.
• www.meccabg.com
NOW RENTING FOR 2007-2008
Stop by office for listing!

1045N. Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

419.353.5800
info@meceabg com

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

OPINION
rtUPLE ON

Hfc STREET

"Without them, Americans' understanding of what is happening on
the ground in Iraq would be much, much poorer. - Bill Keller of The New
York Times reflecting on the recent death of an Iraqi employee, from Time.com
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Do you think the BGeXperience program is useful?

4

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

"Yes, but only if

"I haven't taken it yet.

"No. Maybe if they

"No. it seems really

.you let it"

but I think it will be"

had you meet more

monotonous Not

people instead of

really a learning

Have your own take on

pointless activities."

process."

today's People On The

HAYLEYWIEMER.
Junior. AYA Science

SEANCRISAFI.
Sophomore. Bio Chemistry
and Biology

Street? Or a suggestion for a
JIMMIE HICKS.
Freshman. Journalism

JULIO MATA.
Senior. Spanish and
International Studies

A\ORE /VAUSLfM DOCTORS Hfcl-P IM 0RITIA.N *S SUSPgCTEP
TERRORISTS

WEB SITE POLL
\ Q: What is the ideal
| temperature for
I summer?

"...George Bush took
advantage of the
American public's

I 71-80 degrees: 45%
j 81-90 degrees: 28%

The 80 News poll a not
scientific and reflects the
opinions of only those
Internet users who have
chosen to participate The
results cannot be assumed
to represent the opinions
of Internet users in general

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
the cause of next world war.
Once again, no substance,
just fluff.

Opinion column needs
evidence to make point

—Kyle/. Volenik

This is in response
to the column titled
"Erwironmentalism conflicts
with the University and aesthetic appeal" written by Chad
Puterbaugh.
Howling (ireen Stale
University has been apparently affected by the heat of
summer. The grass outside
the Union is dry and more
the color of wheat than the
actual color of grass. And that
is the Union, the quintessential part to any aspect of
Orientation and Registration.
It is the building to show off
to all those new and excited
BGSU students, and thai
grass is suffering.
The allocation of water on
campus apparently is suffering as much as the rest of
the city where dry grass can
be seen outside every house,
except for the privileged ones,
of course.
The next lime I take a shower I will remember thai I am
truly lucky to use thai water
and it will make me feel even
belter when I step out and dry
myself off. In fact, I won't even
dry myself off and bask in the
glory of the droplets forming
all over my body. Thank you
for enlightening me on how
lucky I am.
I also like how the concept
of evaporation or scientific
facts, or even just monetary
facts and statistics on the

kuoltnl9bpitt.bffu.edu
Las Vegas is working on
its water consumption
problem
As an employee of I he
Soul hern Nevada Water
Authority (SNWA), a resident
of Las Vegas for 24 years
and a member of the BGSU
School of Communications
Alumni Advisory Committee,
I am dismayed at a recent
article by Chad Puterbaugh,
"Environmentalism conflicts
with the University and aesthetic appeal." What is of concern is his lack of journalistic
professionalism in unsubstantiated and factless editorializing about the water situation
in las Vegas.
If Mr. Puterbaugh had
checked his facts, like all
journalism students learn in
their introductory writing
classes, he would have discovered the Las Vegas Valley
is one of the nation's leaders
in water conservation.
No one is more concerned
about the future of our water
and where it will come from
than the residents of southern
Nevada. Homebuilders have
strict limits on where and how
much grass they may install.
The SNWA's Water Smart
Landscapes program, which
began in 1999, has saved
nearly 18 billion gallons of
water. Golf courses have
removed more than 18.5 million square feet (425 acres)
of grass, an area that would
have covered the equivalent of more than four golf
courses.
Instead of "spending millions of dollars each year
transforming desert sand into
one of the greenest cities in
America," as Mr. Puterbaugh
contends, the SNWA is paying millions of dollars each
year for residents to remove
their grass. If the author had
checked his facts he would
have learned that residents

University's allocation of
water help solidify your argument as something of true
substance. If you are simply
basing your argument on
observation, I think we have
made it clear that even the
prestigious BGSU is being hurt
by the heal wave.
BGSU runs the sprinklers
at the same lime it did last
year, there has been no
excessive use and trust me I
know. I have to walk through
these things all the time and
the same ones are continuously turning my walk into
a day at the water park. I
am also interested in what
specialists find water to be
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have received $76.5 million to
replace their grass with desert
landscaping. The result of
these efforts is that southern
Nevada's water agencies are
serving 330,000 more residents
with 18 billion gallons less
water than four years ago.
Finally, if Mr. Puterbaugh
had checked his facts, he
would have learned that 90
percent of the water for the I .as
Vegas Valley comes from Lake
Mead, and not the aquifer as
he implies. Only 10 percent of
the valley's water comes from
groundwater. Maybe it's time
for a refresher writing course.
Will Mr. Puterbaugh not let the
facts get in the way of a good
story? It's only the reputation
of his profession that's at stake.
—Roger Buehrer
roger.buehrer@lvvtvd.com

Article hurts the caliber
of The BG News
I cannot believe that there
are no statutes that require
your journalists to have
some level of humanity. The
"article" written by Lauren
Butts entitled "How Sarah
at the gas station helped me
accept my name" proves the
worthlessness of this newspaper. Somehow, I do not think
that her parents knew when
she was born that she would
have a lisp.
1 doubt that "God watched
over them, laughing hysterically." It's one thing to have a
conversation of this nature
with close friends in the confines of your private place
of residence, but it is a completely different issue when it
is put on paper and published
in the news.
This paper is supposed to
have a reputation of excellence. It is supposed to bring
truly newsworthy stories to
the students and the community of Bowling Green.
I can honestly say, without
hesitation, that as long as
Ms. Butts continues to work
and write for you, and as
long as you continue to publish such slanderous articles
as this, you will bring nothing but disgrace to the news,

journalism program, community and Bowling Green
State University. I am one
very concerned student who
now understands why The
BG News gets little respect
on this campus.
—Michael A. Click
Mtizikl.uvrI982@yalioo.com

BG's apparent train
problem needs to be
addressed
Why has this horrible train
accident happened again? I
believe a study needs lo be
done to find out just exactly
why this has occurred twice in
the past two weeks.
Should
the trains
KY0U
be stopped
^ DECIDE
until 6
a.m. or 7
Do you think that
a.m., or do
Bowkng Green should
the trains
address the problems
need
with the Iran tracks'
to slow
Send an e-mail to
down sigthenews@bgnews.com
nificantly
and tell us what you
more while
think, or post feedback
in Bowling
on our Web site
Green?
How many
lives must be lost? This is
clearly a problem.
This is the third incident
in the last two years. It isn't
fair to the family or friends of
the ones that are lost and it
certainly isn't fair to someone
who has his or her life lost in
such a tragic incident. How
many lives must be lost before
the city council members and
county commissioners do
something?
I would say that the
University could potentially
have a public relations problem on their hands as well.
Why would parents necessarily want to have their children
attend Bowling Green State
University if they know the
streets of such a small town
aren't safe in any way?

—Gretchen Holierts
GRoberts@logandaily.com
Roberts is a close friend of the
family of Tim Gregory
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The atrocities of the
White House must be addressed

; 61-70 degrees: 16%

i 91-100+ degrees:
\ 11%
\ Total Votes: 64

question? Give us your feed-

fear and insecurity
Are you tired of reading about
the Iraq War? I'm definitely tired
of writing about it. 1 am tired
of hearing about the incompetence of Bush and Cheney
and the way that they have
flouted the laws and abused the
trust of the American people.
I am disgusted by what these
two men, as leaders of the free
world, have been allowed to
gel away with and 1 am not ihe
only one. According to some
of tile latest polls 54 percent
of Americans want the I louse
of Representatives to begin
Impeachment proceedings
against Vice President Cheney
and 46 percent of voters were in
favor of Impeachment proceedings being brought against Bush.
l-'or those of you who still
need convincing, the evidence
is clear. Cheney purposely
manipulated intelligence to
deceive both (Congress and the
American public in order to
justify pre-emptive war with
Iraq. In 2002 he said, "Simply
stated, there is no doubt that
Saddam I lussein now has weapons of mass destruction, there
is no doubt that he is amassing
them to use against our friends,
against our allies, against us."
I le lied. We now know claims
that Iraq had these weapons
were false as were allegations
of a relationship between Iraq
and Al-Qaeda. Cheney has continued to undermine the security of the country by openly
threatening aggression against
Iran. Fifteen representatives so
far support I louse Resolution
333, the article of impeachment
against Cheney, led by Ohio representative and 2008 presidential candidate Dennis Kucinich.
The House is more reluctant
to bring an article of impeachment against George Bush,
even though he is just as guilty
as Cheney (if not more so) of
lying to the American public
and misusing his position. He
too intentionally misled citizens
and Congress about the Iraqi
threat. Remember in 2003, when
in an address to the nation he
stated "Intelligence gathered
by this and other governments
leaves no doubt that the Iraq
regime continues to possess and
conceal some of the most lethal
weapons ever devised"?
George W Bush took advantage of the American public's
fear and insecurity after Sept. 11.
He took advantage of the trust
placed in him to protect the
American people. This is a grievous offense, a "high crime and
misdemeanor" to borrow the
words of the Constitution. But
that's not all there is.
President Bush authorized
wiretapping of thousands
of American civilians without seeking warrants from
the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Court of Review
(FISA). This is an offense of
which he has already been
found guilty in a District Court.
Bush claims that there was no
time to get warrants, but this is

after 9/11."
a poor excuse as the President
has power to authorize wiretaps
as long as he obtains a warrant
within three days. Nor can he
claim that this would compromise classified information as
Congress has special procedures
just for such cases.
FISA was enacted in 1978,
after the Watergate scandal,
precisely to prevent a president
from authorizing wiretaps under
the false pretense of national
security. Illegal wiretapping
was one of the grounds for the
article of impeachment brought
against Nixon. Why should Bush
be able to get away with it?
Bush thinks that he should be
able to get away with this and
other offenses; as a wartime
president he seems to consider
himself above the law. He made
this clear in his executive order
on terrorism after Sept. 11. In
it he gave himself powers to
freeze the accounts and restrict
the freedom of assembly of
anyone he designated a terrorist. A federal judge struck it
down as unconstitutional in a
District Court.
That he is above the law in
wartime, was also his defense
for shamelessly violating
the Geneva Convention. It is
well known that the torture
and abuse of Guantanamo
and Abu Ghraib detainees
has been systemic and that
detainees of the "war on terror," including American
citizens like lose Padilla, have
been denied due process.
The Supreme Court ruled
in Hamdan v. Rumsfeld that
President Bush had violated the
Geneva Convention, basically
throwing out Bush's argument
that as Commander in Chief
he had the right to override the
laws in the interest of national
security. According to the
Convention, his role in the torture of Guantanamo detainees
is punishable by death penalty
should a prisoner die as a result
of torture.
The 2006 decision is significant also because it punches a
large hole in the administration's
legal arguments for the domestic wiretapping case.
If this is not damning enough,
there are more charges that have
been brought against President
Bush, another of which he has
also been found guilty of by a
District Court. These include
the illegal release of classified
information and the illegal use
of signing statements.
By the time you get through
ail those shocking abuses of
the nation's trust you should
be asking yourself: why haven't
we already impeached Bush •
and Cheney? More than 3,600
American soldiers have died in a
war based on false pretenses. An
estimated 655,000 Iraqis have
died because of the war and 4
million have been displaced.
Who will be held accountable?

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are
to be fewer than 500 words. These
are usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 600 and 800 words
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
The maximum number of submissions for columns is two per month

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews@bgnews.
com with the subject line marled
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." Only e-mailed letters
and columns will be considered for
printing. All letters are subject to
review for length and clarity before
printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG Hun.
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BGs club sports provide opportunity for athletes

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU
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By Justin Rutlcdge
Reporter
When Division I college athletics are not an option, lint the
desire to compete still burns
inside, what is a BGStudent looking to continue his or her athletic
endeavors to do?
Some could be sucked in by
the wonder of sloth that is college
life without mandatory workouts,
and embrace the "freshman I !>."
However, for those who want
to continue being active and partake in serious competition, club
snorts may be the perfect resolution for the out-of-work high
school athlete.
Here's a look at two BG club
sports that provide students tbis
Opportunity with more to follow
in the coming weeks.
BGSU Curling Club
Who an they?
The Bowling Green Curling
Club, originated and operated by
Nik Geller, is active September
through March. The group is only
a year old. (idler started it during
his time at the University.
What do they do?
Using the stretch of ice in the
Ice Arena, Cieller and the other
curlers host "Learn to Curl"
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ROLLING STONES: A member of the BG Curling Club readies to throw on the curling sheet at the Ice Arena The curling club is the only
such club in the nation and provides old and new curlers alike the chance to play the sport at a competive. yet recreational level
nights, which are dedicated to
helping interested students learn
the game. One of the nights is
reserved exclusively for intramural teams. The Curling Club
also competes on a regional and
national level.
"We also compete against
other schools at the regional and
national level and we also plan
to host our own tournament this
criming season," Gcller said.
Why should you care?
The curlers provide a chance to
learn and compete actively in an
(Mymplc sport on ice that is only
theirs.
"We are the only university in
the US that has curling ice on

campus. And we are die only club
that uses it," Geller said.
According to Geller this past
season, one team from the club
won gold at their regional event.
The two BG national teams
pboed second in division four
and third in division three.

WhatsHlike?
According to Geller, despite the
fact that he was starting the club
from scratch and many of the
people he WBS with didn't know
how to run a sports club, the year
look a positive turn. "Once the
season was up and running it was
an absolute blast," (ieller said.
"Almost everyone that came
to our 'Learn to Curl' nights
came back and joined the dub,
Geller said.
How to contact them:
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with the soccer club for four
years, but the club has been with

7

8

BGSU Men's Club Soccer
Who are they?
JORD»NFLOWER

v..

TOOLS OF THE TRADE: Curlers slide heavy, polished granite stones down the ice
towards the target area called the house Two sweepers with brooms accompany each rock.
using timing and their best judgement to direct the stones to the desired taiget.

Mike I loffmeister. who is the
president and a co-student
supervisor for intramurals, runs
the BGSU Men's Soccer Club.
I loffmeister has been involved

1

5

BGSU for 30 years.

2

What do they do?
"Our club practices and competes in intercollegiate soccer
games throughout the Midwest."
I loffmeister said.
The dub is active during the
fall semester, playing from August
through October. The club makes
use of the Perry field I louse and
the intramural fields during the
school year. The team has traveled to places like Chicago to play,
and intends to go to Southern
Illinois this coming year, according to llnfthicisici.
"Our club offers incoming
freshman the oppoitunit) to
jump right into a sport that is
very competitive and intense,"
I loffmeister said.
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits I to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve.

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
Pl^uw surtoku and

Nik Geller, president of the BGSU
Curling Club: gelleniiifhgsu.edu
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Why should you care?

What's it like-:
1 loffmeister describes his first

$50 VISA GIFT CARD

grues a,

PRIZFSU00KU.COM'

They compete against other collegiate soccer teams, often beating
some of the best in the region.
"SomegOOd clubs we have beaten are University of Dayton. Ohio
Slate Univeisiiv and Northern
Illinois," 1 loffmeister said.

SIGN A LEASE AND RECEIVE A

WIA

year on the team as a reassuring
lime in his life.
The upperclassnien made
me feel comfortable on the
team while we had fun and
learned a lot at the same time,"
Hoffmeister said.

How to contact them:
Mike I lortineisier. president ill
the BGSU Men's Soccer Club:

mphoffm@bgnetbgsu.edu

I SIGN AN AUGUST TO AUGUST LEASE MOVE

I

IN TODAY & PAY NO RENT UNTIL AUGUST

UNFURNISHED $299
UNFURNISHED $310
FURNISHED $324
FURNISHED $335
Stop by, take a tour, sign a lease and be entered
to win a 2008 spring break trip worth $500
•tnp otter only valid at the Enclave II

two swimming pools two hot tubs two computer labs game room with two
flat screen TV's, a pool table, a foosball table, and air hockey table Large
fitness center lounge with two pool tables and a flat screen TV

I
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LETTER
From Page S
were out of our control Chalk
it up to an unfortunate coinddence. We still don't have our
server back, although the Web
site is running normally.
But there is one last issue to
address: Where does this leave
Lauren and Sarah at the gas si.i
tion? The column cut last week,
and the unavailability of its ending, left readers feeling it was only
an attack at people with speech
impediments by a mean spirited

columnist. However, this is not,
and was not Lauren's intention.
Hopefully, this misconstrued
image can t>e corrected through
the posting of her column in its
entirety on the Web, allowing
readers to judge the complete
picture, and no longer just a misleading section ol it.
If you still have concerns,
please send us your comments
and opinions. Maybe they'll
change, maybe they won't, and
that's okay, but this way we can
rectify the mishaps of last week,
and let readers at least read the
true storv.

WWWBGNEWS.COM

The Daily Crossword Fix

FOOD
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brought to you by

From Page 5

DOWN
1 Albert Pu|ols' base
2 Baghdad man
3 Prepare to run after the
catch
4 Surfer's inhalations
5 Heap
6 Shortest step, for short
7 Former Canadian PM
8 Kennel protest
9 Trunk item
10 Liniment target
11 German sausage
12 Brief life story
13 Classified
21 Geneticist's study
22 Mercury or Saturn
26
ballerina
27 Building wing
29 Former PanAm rival
30 Long time, geologically
31 LAX info
32 Boy king
33 Canine malady
34 Oven setting
35 Post-Manhattan

According to Amazon.com.
This compact collection will
surprise and delight both fans
of the series, and newcomers
to the enchanting world of
Tood Way''
As for the future of the series,
KlfTers dreams that his characters will one day make their
appearance on the big screen,
adding, "Our characters are
ready for Hollywood."

Project era
Belief system
Go out with
Sound unit
Phone no. add-on
Female lead
45-A ID
Esophageal spasm
Eden woman
Wealth
Beginning
Friendly Islands
Burning crime
Pinguid
Ticks off
Load cargo
Glimpse
Not many
Well,
-di-dah!

"If they discuss issues important to me, religious background
is irrelevant." said Honald Collier,
student at the University.
Another
student,
lustin
Albright said,"They may not
believe in what I believe in, but
that does not mean they can't
lead our government."
Once in office, do the newlyelected officials govern based on
what is best for the country or
do they govern based on their
religious beliefs?
The Pew Research Center,
in the same survey attributed
above, said that religion plays
a role in the everyday life of
67 percent of those surveyed. Is
(his not the same for politicians
whose "everyday life" consists of
making and enforcing laws that

the entire nation must obey?
"A lot of what is said during
the campaign isn't translated
into [the candidate's! policy."
Peake said.
Republicans have to appear
more religious during their campaign to appease conservative
voters, then once in office, they
must compromise this religious
appearance with the moderates
and lilierals in order to get their
policy through, Peake said. To the
Democrats, religion is less of an
issue during their campaign so
there is less of this compromise
needed after being elected.
Gay
marriage,
stem-cell
research, abortion, censorship,
intelligent design versus evolution in schools and many other
issues of today's world bleed over
from religion to politics and are
disputed on a daily basis. The
separation of church and state
as defined in the Constitution
by America's founding fathers
leaves the door open for different
interpretations of what exactly
that means. In the end, who has
the authority to say that their
beliefs are right?

Help Wanted

For Sale

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Slutted Breadsticks and
$2 draught Thursdays1

'BARTENDING I up to $300'day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

FURNITURE FOR SALE1
Call Katie al
937-307-1331.

832 Third St 5 blks. Irom campus 3
bdrm., 1 bath, privacy fenced in
back yard. $675 mo, plus utilities.
Call 419-392-2812.

Help Wanted

Now hiring dancers. No experience
necessary. Must be 18 years old.

1 1/2 blocks from campus! 3BR
$900'mo. Includes off-slreet parking,
central a/c. washer/dryer, pet Iriendly. yard space. Avail. Aug. 1. Call
Lisa (6141560-5903 lor more info.

MARTEN RENTALS
601 Third St.. 1 bedroom turn.
$385-$395. grad students
704 5th St., 2 bedroom furn.
$510-$530.A/C
210 S Grove. 1 bedroom unfurn
$385 $400 Quiet.
419-352-3445 - 419-308-1287

POLITICS
From Page 5
Kennedy's opinion is not entirety
shared.
In a survey conducted In 2003
by the Pew Research Center for
the People and the Press, ~>2 per
cent said they would lx- reluctant
to vote for an atheist and 38 percent said they would be reluctant
to vote for a Muslim.
"I would suspect the real numbers are much higher," said Jeff
Peaks, political science professor
at the University, said. "In those
surveys, people tend to go for the
more politically correct answer."
A favorable appearance for the
candidate during the primaries is
one of the most important reasons that they tire elected. I lowmuch does religion affect the
appearance of the candidate?
"If you are not (Catholic or
Protestant, religion is going to be
the story," Peake said, "lust look
at (Republican presidential hopeful and member of a Mormon
churchj Mitt Homnev."

The media is quick to find
the religious labels, which then
become Important for one reason or another, to the candidates'
identities. Is it more important
what Romney thinks about health
care or that he is a Mormon? Was
it more important what Kennedy
thought about civil rights or that

he was Roman-Catholic?

Per

Attention Students
Summer Work Available
Internships & Scholarships award
ed up to $5,000. Valuable work experience. Excellent income. Enjoyable work atmosphere. Flexible schedules. Increase people
skills. Increase your resume
value
Team atmosphere. Flexible start
dates. S400-S1,500 week. Interviewing now. Call 1-866-211-7607
Start work soon.
Office Cleaning Evenings.
Mon.-Fn. Own trans, req.
419-352-5335.
Renhill is holding two Summer Open
Houses tor our education positions
lor this coming school year. Repre
senting schools in several northwest/east Ohio areas. Renhill has
openings tor Paraprofessionals.
Educational Aides and Substitute
Teachers. Full & part-time openings, and flexible substitute scheduling avail. Must have clean background check, negative TB result
and min. ol high school diploma.
Bachelors in Education or other undergraduate college transcripts required tor substitute teaching. Learn
about position details and educator
resources on July 27th, 9a-1:00p
or September 7th 9a-1:00p in our
new Perrysburg location: 28315
Kensington Lane (off 795 S 75). or
call 419-254-2800
High-volume private club seeking
additions to our prolessional team
The Toledo Country Club is currently accepting applications lor the Idlowing positions:
Day & Evening Servers
Banquet Servers
Bar Stall
Apply in person Tuesday - Friday.
10:00am - 5:00pm at the Toledo
Country Club, 3949 River Rd.. Toledo OH. 43614.
Attention Summer Work, $15.25
base-appt, FT/PT customer sales'
service, no exp nee. conditions apply, all ages 17», call now, 419-8655150. visit!
Ban

Day delivery personnel
apply at DiBenedetto's
1432 E. Wooster St.. Mon.-Fri.
Savage Consulting - Management
Consulting Hiring Project Asst's. lor
tall & spring semesters. Undergrad
or MBA Mature, business background, strong writing and communication skills. Intellectually challenging, great hands-on experience. 4
days/week: 20 hrs wk paid.
jObs@savageconsulting.com
Fax:419-698-1260.
The Anthony Wayne High School
Crew Team is seeking a coach. The
team is based in the Waterville'
Whitehouse area, but uses the facilities ol the Toledo Rowing Club at International Park in downtown Toledo
We compete in varsity & novice
races within a 250 mile radius ol
Toledo. We offer competitive compensation, and reimbursement of regatta expenses. The ideal candidate
will have 2 or more years of coaching high school athletes, preferably
rowers. II interested, please email
resume to AWCrewOomail. com or
fax to 206-350-6649.

709 5th Street %
APARTMENTS

POOL TABLE may be yours with
the purchase of a great home convenient to university. 2 BR. 1 BA w,
extra shower & sink in finished
basmnt Home bigger than it looks
Call me before fall semester.
Sally Amos, 419-308-2508
Welles Bowen Realtors.

For Rent
" 07-08 S.Y 2. 3. 4. 5 & 6 bdrm
303 E. Merry 5'6 bdrm. 3 liv rms
315 E. Merry Up 4 Bedrm. deck
211 E. Reed 3 bedrm. porch.
Rooms low as $225 00. Units avail
See CartyRentals.com
free web / call 419-353-0325.
07 - 08 School Year
1.2 & 3 bedroom apis available
For more into call 419-354-9740
1.283 bedrm. apts.
Beside water tower, on Manville
Call 419-352-5239.
2 bdrm. apt. 4th St. $525 mo. Pets
allowed Available August. Call 419409-1110.
3 bdrm house. $750 plus utils. Avail
8 16 Sm pet allowed. 404 S. College. 419.352.4850 S 419.352.6948

PART TIME
JOB OFFER
ROY TEXTILE INDUSTRY

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street

For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
^
(419)352-1150
,

www.preterredpropertiesco. com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
FRIED TlLAPtA
PASTA FLORENTINE
FRIED SHRIMP
VECETARIAN LASACNA
PECAN CHICKEN
CHOPPED SIRLOIN

•
•
•
•
-

Haven House Manor
• Mini Mall Apts.iwwtrw)
Fox Run Apts.
• Triplex
Piedmont "Newly Renovated"
• Houses
Updated Birchwood
small pets allowed
,
_ ^_ _
see our website or
^■v call for more details
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203 N. Main *£?»?«"
352-5166
55 /5Minimum
Open Weekdays 4P.M.

See our coupon menu
in the telephone directory or
ask about our SPECIALS
www.pisanellos.com

• Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun.

3 bdrm. unfurn. house in quiel
neighborhood. Washer.'dryer hookup

Clean & cozy1 1 bdrm.. Ig tvg. rm., 8
kitchen Deck, off si pkg.. close to
campus. $450 mo 419-654-5716.

4 bdrm. Townhomes
Still Available.
Copper Beech 419-353-3300

Copper Beach Townhouse
1 or 2 F. rmtes. needed. $295 mo. *
elec. Beautiful inside 419-304-0265
or 419-874-0292

Apis, for rent 1 & 2 bdrm .
unfurnished. 1082 FairviewAve.
419-352-6930.

Furnished room for rent . nice quiet
area Freedom of the house. $250
mo.. $100 deposit. 419-354-6117.

Basement Apt. Near Campus
$325/mo. utilities included
Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
Monthly/semester & yr. long leases.
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
& 25" TV Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520.
wwwBuckeyBinnandsliidios.com

Houses tor rent to you procrastinators! Congratulations! You can have
Spring Break '08 in ihe bag lo the
first persons to sign a lease by
7/31/07 on a great house by campus. You will receive vouchers for
Panama City. S. Padre, Cancun etc.
Call 419-353-7374.

No rent until August on 1 bdrm. &
studios on a 12 month lease.
419-352-0590.
Quiet 1 bedroom unfurnished apt
on S. College Dr. Avail Aug $360.
419-352-9378.
Room avail, for 2007/08 school year
starting Aug $250 mo. female/grad/
non-smoke. 419-308-9295.
Sm. 1 bdrm. apt. a/c.near downtown
& campus $350/mo. * elec.. no
pets. 419-352-6230.
Subleaser needed. 1 bdrm. apt.
from Aug. to May. Very close to
campus. $350'mo 419-279-0065.

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $490!
On selected floor plans
•
•
•
•

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

FREE HEAT
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Sign Up This Summer to Save $100
on Your 1st Month's Rent
Houses for Rent
H9Troup
225 Lehman
247 Summit
702 Sixth
702'/2 Sixth

Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.

Am
agement
Charlestown Apis.
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

***
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419-353-7715 t=J

Preferred
Properties Co.

ANSWERS

N

apartments

j^

Theme of this puzzle
Rolling Stones classic
Inventor Whitney
Knight's honorific
Pleasing view
Numismatist
Natural talent
Bologna greeting
Weapons inspector Blix
Two below par
Reversal command
Cogito _ sum
Milk by-products
Quick look
Getz or Kenton

VOTED BEST PIZZA 14 STRAIGHT YEARS

For further info, contact
<oycfiatnbersjndustnrOyihoo.com

A

45
46
51
52
53
57
62
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

VARSITY SQUARE

of Book K«per(s)
under our respectable
industry.

5525/month Full Year Lease

ACROSS
ACROSS
1 Is a match
5 Biggest Bear?
9
the Hutt
14 "Dies _"
15 Way of old Rome
16 Pungent
17 Hindu music
18 Bread unit
19 Total disorder
20 Relative of a parenthesis
23 Easy two pointer
24 Mexicali Mrs.
25 New Deal agcy.
28 Investor's concern
33 Wharton deg.
36 Triumphed
37 City on the Po
38 Crafty person?
41 Who knows?
43 Hangman's knot
44 Whammy

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl: 8-12 S 1-4:30 Sat: 10-2
530 S Maple St. 419-352-9378

Call to make an appointment today!
Mid Am Management

641 Third#4B(i
352-4380
. <

